Introns: mighty elements from the RNA world.
The discovery of RNA-based enzymatic activity by Thomas Cech's and Sidney Altman's laboratories was a momentous event that led Walter Gilbert to the concept of an "RNA world"--a primitive ancient stage of life that existed before the appearance of DNA and protein molecules. A year later, Gilbert formulated "the exon theory of genes," which hypothesized that introns are very ancient genetic elements present at the earliest stages of life in the RNA world. This theory has been fiercely debated and still has vigorous supporters and opponents. In this communication, we explore peculiarities in the RNA-protein world and their effect on intron-exon structures. We demonstrate that these peculiarities, which exist in the absence of DNA, could shed light on introns' original functions as well as the important role they might have played in the origin of life. For ancient DNA-lacking cells, a crucial problem existed in distinguishing two distinct subsets of RNAs: those messenger molecules coding for proteins and those heritable genetic molecules complementary to messenger RNAs that propagate the genetic information through generations. We propose that ancient introns could act as markers of RNA subsets, directing them to different functions.